
Preface 
An effective health care service must understand the cause of disease and measure the effectiveness of 

treatment and prevention. This is what epidemiology is about. Sixteen years ago, I wrote a small 

introduction to epidemiology in Norwegian. A little more than five years ago I was asked to revise and 

expand the book, and also to develop an English version. The latter was an ambitious task, especially 

given the large number of excellent text books in this field. This book is aimed in particular at students of 

public health and other health sciences at the bachelor and master level. Although the text contains a 

number of statistical concepts, some basic knowledge is obviously an asset but not a prerequisite. The first 

twelve of twenty chapters concern methods, study design, vital statistics, bias, and a discussion on 

causality. The second part comprises eight chapters on the changing health situation or epidemiologic 

transition, prevention, an introduction to genetic epidemiology, infectious disease, reporting observational 

studies, and assessing new information. The chapters on cross-sectional studies, case control studies and 

genetic epidemiology are largely based upon similar chapters in the Norwegian textbook Epidemiologiske 

og kliniske forskningsmetoder, published in 2007 and which I co-authored. I therefore wish to thank Marit 

B. Veierød, Thore Egeland and Staffan Nilsson for their generosity in letting me draw upon their 

contributions. I have also leaned heavily upon other textbooks, especially Kenneth J. Rothman’s 

Epidemiology, An introduction, and his, Lash and Greenland’s Modern Epidemiology. 

This preface is written with news of the Ebola epidemic streaming across all media, evoking images of 

the great plague rather than the modern world. But even in this dramatic situation, it is the burden of non-

communicable disease which contributes most to ill-health and early death on a global level today and this 

is the main concern of this book. 

I have tried to tailor the book according to the needs of students I have taught, and thank Monica 

Hunsberger and her class of public health students of 2012 for their input and critique. Lise Lund-Håheim, 

Maja-Lisa Løchen, Serena Tonstad and Per-Olof Hansson have given me their time and fruitful feedback. 

Petter Laake helped me with topics like confounding, effect modification and causality, for which I am 

truly grateful. Preben Aavitsland sharpened my thoughts on infectious disease, an area that is fascinating 

and highly relevant, although a distant specialized field. A particular thank you to Carina V. Knudsen for 

her patience, kindness and assistance, as well as technical skill in rendering the figures both readable and 

instructive. Having said this and thanked you all, I myself take full responsibility for any errors, 

omissions, misunderstandings or convoluted sentences. 

 


